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DEC is :finding that user input is val1..1able in planning what they v.'ant to do in 
the way of new developments. The PDP-If} Main Frame group has been leading the 
way in this area for some time. Now the other Special Interest Groups are 
coming into the picture in a bigger 1'1ay .. 

The OS/8 SIG has '!::leen asked for inputs in our area. If DEC "Wpre to conS1.uer 
developing a new c'perating system for the PDP-8 (and so for the PDP-12 a.lso I 
suppose) what should it look like? l-fr..at features fh-uld i-G have? ~1hat trade
offs should be made between size, speed~ and featUIes~ How about compatibility 
with the current OS/81 HOv1 much compatibility? P...ovl critical is it? How much 
interest would such a new s.ystem receive1 

I suggested that the transition~ and interest mig...ht be compared to the change 
from the old 4K DISK/DECtape monitor to PS/8. 

A general framework fer this sort of a proje~t might be to design a system ~th 
many characteristics similar to the current OS/8, to retain us much as possible 
from the current cusps (PALB, etc.) but to "merge" OS/8 with some of the RTS-8 
features in the sense of supporting inte~rupts, larger device handlers, and 
providing terminal support in the monitor to free us from the perpetual problem 
of having the teletype Sl.lpport. written into eac;h program. The sccpe of such a 
project might be as much as two Ol~ tnree man years of development effort. 

This is a great chance to influence what happens to futurL software development 
for our machines. Don't let the chance get away. Write down your ideas and 
send them to me. Also, come to the Spring meeting ready to talk to each other 
and DEC about the subject. Remember that DEC has to see enough interest to be 
convinced that such a project is ~orthwhile, needed, and economically justified .. 

CORRECTIONS 

The last Newsletter contained two errors that have been brought to light since 
it.s :;;mblication. The first was the statement that the new version ot.' 08/8 
FORTRA-.l'i IV that r s available fro.n the Softvlare Distribution Center includes 
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double ~reclsJ..on support for non FPF-12 coni"iguratio!ls. The statement was in 
error due to inadequate checking of the information on my pa.-rt. It seems that 
the only double precision features in the so!·tv.'8.re simulation of the FPP-12 
remain the op~-rations that are neces8a-ry in order to be able to support 
COMPLEX operations a s in the previot;.s relea se. 

T:~e other error contained in the last Newsletter was the statement that the 
second release of RTS-8 wa.s available :from the Software Distriblltion Center. 
It turns out that that ini'ormatian 'Was premature and that it;, in fact, the new 
version hasn't been officially announced as being availabl.e even now although 
it should be shortly if the last information I received proves to be true .. 
This is the version that w"ill support task swapping. 

TEE DECUS SPRL'IG SYMPOSIm·l 

As you should know by now, the Spring DEC-uS S3Dlposium will be held April 1.5 
through 1.8 in Miami Beach. It appears that a large active meeting \:ill be held. 
Doug Wrege has been appointed to work en the Symposium Program Committee to 
coo:r-dinate the 08/8 SIG part of' the program. Doug has been 'i'70rking very hard 
and Trom the information available so rar it looks like there will be an active, 
extensive, PDP-8 program at the meeting. 

Several Special Interest Group acti'\rities will be incJ.uded. There are a number 
of interesting papers scheduled.. It'.:; anticipated that some smaller get 
togethers will also be possible among pecple with particular interest& (i. e., 
birds-of-a-feather sessions) .. 

THE NEWSLETTER 

As you have no doubt noticed, the ;~EWsletter has beer.. 1"ather inf'requent and 
irregular. The main reason for this is that I have to f'ind and write most of 
the material. Some of the newer SIG' ~ are publishing their newsletters on a 
r~.gular basis. The reason they can manage i"'C seems to be that the membership 
is S"'ubmitting material t.o use. The DEeDS office would happily put us on a regular 
bi-monthly or monthly publication schedule if we could get the nellsletter 1rlorked 
up that frequently, to do it lOU ha.ve to participate and submit materia.l. You 
can't put it off' and you can't assume someone else will do it. If you. don't do 
it now it's not going to get done. 

A good idea I got from Mark Lewis regards SPR' s. Mark gets his RSX-Il SIG 
members to send him a copy of S~RJs when they submit them to DEC. Because DEC 
can ta~e a long time to process an SPR and publish it most users don't hear 
about the problems :'or months after the f~ct. Mark publishes the information 
in his RSX-ll newsletter on a much sho~er schedule so eve~one will know about 
the prublem, and if' anyone kno~'fs how to .(--ix it they can make the information 
available much quicker than through DEC f S usual cycle. The key to thi~ idea is 
gett ing yeu to send a copy of your SPR to me when you submit it. Even if you 
don't want to submit a full-fledged SPR to DEC you can still send me a descrip
tion of your problem wh~ch I can publish in hopes that others will know how to 
solve the problem. 
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MACREL 

The macro-relocatable assembler ~roject is being Qelayed by some smaller pro
jects (support for the new "C:UU:;SICIf for instance) but DEC still hopes they can 
close up the slip}Jage and get it ready by the original September to November 
time frame. A pessimist might think. that the release would be delayed till 
after the :first of the year though. Let r s hope not. 

No firm marketing plans are a"'Tailable yet. It is likely that MACREL will be 
offered as an extra cost item l;'ke some of the other add-ons, I think. 

RTS-8 FORTlWi 

T~e RTS-8 FORTRAl'l 'Which w-as referenced in the last Nevlsletter ~-ra.s disC'u.ssed at 
the Fall DEeDS Symposium. in the OS/8 vlorkshop and it \'iaS announced that that 
project had been put on an indefinite hold due to higher priority items. Tnere 
"¥.'as some disappointment expressed at the annoa'lcement as some people :felt that 
a capability to write tasks in )!URTRAJ.""'i would be a great enhancement :for RTS-8. 

More recent discussions with various people at DEC have suggested that part of 
the problem may be tb.at the design o:f this sort of a FORTRAN reaD.y is a prot.lem. 
Virtually any higher level language implementation requires :fair~ extensivE 
assembly language support in the form o:f a run-time system. \fuen you get a 
multi-taSk environment there is a considerable question of how to provide run
time support for each task. On a machine l.ike the PDP-ll re-entrant code can b~ 
written for run-time support so that one set of library routines can be lip_~ed 
to any number of FORTRAJ."T modules, but on the PDP-8 it is rather difficult to do 
because the writing of re-entrant code is quite difficult.. While thi S rfI..ay not 
have been the main problem in suspending work on the project, it does seem to be 
influencing the reluctance to pick up the project and to com.plete i':;. I wonder 
ir any of the users have inputs on the subject. 

OS/8 VERSION 4 

The :first finn. in:1ications of a new rel.ease of OS/8 are starting to 5'Jr:face.. So 
:far it looks like a relatively sruall update rel~ase. Likely items :for the new 
release include the S1~ command, support :for DEC's floppy disk (note that the 
~loppy dis~ has not been announced but several procJcts that use it have), and 
a certain amount of updating particularly in the eeL area. DEC is trying to 
develop a single standard command language that would be implemented across 
product lines and software systems. Many users like tht present defacto stan
dard in 08/8, RT-ll and TOPS-IO but it looks as though a bigger, more consistent 
design is coming. OS/8 will probably try to be compatible wj th some sort of' 
sub-set of the master plan. !~ any case, you can look for some additions to 
give better compatibility betwe~n OS/8, RT-ll, and TOPS-lO. For exampl~, an 
u=" followed by a non-numeric argument will function the same way as back arrow 
and left angle bracket due to separate input and out~ut file specifi~ations. 
Also a ":" that follows a switch (i.e., "/EU

) will work the way "=" works now to 
speci~ a numeric argument. It looks possible to make these extensions and 
still retain compatibility with the old (current)v~y of doing things. The ad
vantage will be a higher level of compatibility across systems :for those who 
need it. 

'93 
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Among the other potential extensions for the next release is an "intelligent!T 
'handl'2:r called "DliMP:". It is an ou-tput device handler but it processes the 
data and generates formatted output on the line printer. The idea is to be able 
to dump a formatted 1; sting of a bb.ary output file being produced by an 
assembler or compiler without going through a special program. The teletype can 
be used to control the actions taken by the handler with st=;Teral options pro
vided. 

The new version or OS/8 might be av-a5 1able in the same time f'rame as !·1A.CREL if' 
it does not grow into too big a :project, but I don at think any plans are 
definite yet due to the need to get MACREL out as near to schedule as possible. 

OS/8 SIGACTrlrTIES 

One of" the subjects that came up at the Fall DECUS S~lmposium was the perpetual 
c.iscussion of how to improve the quality of DEGUS library content. An approach 
that has been proposed and that 'We have been trying to pu!"sue is the idea tr..at, 
't'1hile we don It want to exclude a;ny contribution £"rom the librarJ as a matter of 
policy, we could flag, or feature programs that had been tested and approved by 
some mechanism.. This would point potential users to many of the usefUl and in
teresting items :in the library 1-1hich a group of knowledgeable users have :found 
to be particularly worthwhile. 

The approach that is being pursued is to try to get the ~"a:~:ious Special Interest 
Groups to organize this sort of a review process in their separate areas. The 
RSX-ll group has already started although the volume of' p=ograms they haYe to 
deal with is relatively small so far.. It seems that the thing that needs to be 
done :first is to establish review criteria that can be used by program reviewers. 
While the most desirable sort of a review would involve a critique of the 
approach, content, etc., of a program, eA~erience has Sh0w~ that the first step, 
and the one that can be done effect~vely, is an orjective re~~ew. This would 
in.volve such basics as - Is all of the material available? Will the program 
assemble? 1flill it run on various configurations? and all or that le,Tel of basic 
review. It seems that a lot of programs can 't even pass this elementary test 
for many reasons. An example is a program that recently t,;ame to my att~ntion. 
I made a trial assembly of it and discovered that it gave assembly errors. The 
reason was that it had been v~itten and assembled under an older version or 
PALS, a.pparently. It contained a symbol named BELOC. When I tried to do tile 
assembly under the now oJ.rrert version of PALB errors resulted due to the fact 
that RELOC is now a pseudo-op for the assembler. This aort of problem has shown 
up in +he PDP-IO library with increasing frequency as the PDP-IO software ad
vances. Recently the sort of review that I am suggesting has been undertaken 
in tbe PDP-IO lib:rary under the auspices o~ the PDP-IO Main Frame Group. They 
have identified programs that c01 tld nc-: be assembled, etc., an(1 separated them 
into a separate catego~ in the ' ~ and retained the still useful material 
in the prinCiple part of the libr~.J.:y. 

What the 08/8 Special Interest Group needs to pur~ue this very valuable project 
is a set of possible review standards for us to debate and adopt. I would like 
to receive as many suggestions as po~sible so that they can be combined and put 
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out to the membership for comments. Hopefully, the standards 'Would be somewhat 
in the form of a set of points that a reviewer wou1.d be able to check. You 
should propose the point be checked and indicate the way to cheCk it. Please 
think about this and send a1.ong your ruggestions as soon as possible. You may 
want to bring them along if you are coming to the Spring meeting. Hopefully we 
can talk about ideas at that time and make a lot of progress. 

USERS SlJMMARY C.t\..BD 

On several occasions it's been suggested to DEC that a new pocket reference 
card for OS/8, similar to the one that was pub1.ished some time ago, vlould be 
useful. At the moment DEC does not seem ready to publish one however. 

T"ne idea came up at the Fall meeting that perhaps the users c01.!ld put together 
their O't .. n card and make it avail;;tble. We have at least two different liaYS to 
ge-t the card printed if it comes to actually printing a card. What we neetl is 
some volunteers to help prepare the material for such a card. An alternative 
to actually printj ng a card would be to produce a ma~hine readabl;...: file that 
~ould be run off to produce printed summary forms. The file could be formatted 
to a size that would fit on :file cards, for insGance. John Alderman has a 
system of this sort that he uses where he keeps a small file boX near the 
computer with file cards for each of the system sO~Vlare :omponents. The ad
vantage that this sort of an appro;3.ch bas is that you avoid a sizeabl.e investmeni. 
in r - .. ting that would be 1-nped out by a new release of the s-,istem. Inst&.d new 
featt.. .. :1...::- can be added and documented in the file for va..ry little cost. Alsc., 
this sort of a file can be circulated on an individual basis and through the 
DECUS library quite simply. vIe need volunteers to vlOrk on this project. ~lrite 

me if YO'.t are intere sted. 

LOCAL USERS GROLJ""PS 

There seems to be a growing trend in DEGUS to form Loco. L Usel- Groups .. ..,tthin the 
framework of the Special Interest Groups. An example o.f this is the many Local 
User Grcups within the PDP-IO main frame group, and also several LUG r shave 
been formed or are forming in other areas SUCll as RSX-U. The f'irst activity 
of this sort In our area has recently c.ome to light in the forming of a Swed.ish 
OS/8 Users Group. Torbjorn Alm has 1-ITitten to tell me that the group was 
recently established. They pl.an to meet at least once a year to get the Swedish 
users of OS/8 together &nd they are getting t03ether their own collection, or 
compendium, of non-DEC0S programs among the various members. At their me~ting 
held in January they ha~ 20 users present which is quite a good t~rnout for a 
typical Local Users Gro~p meeting. I hope that this sort of thing will in
crease. If you need help for.ming a group of this sort let me know. The DECDS 
office and T can help in several ways. 

PROBLEMS WITH MULTIPLE OUTPUT FILES 

I will attach a memo written by Stan Rabino"itz that documents in more detail a 
class cf problems that can arise when you write a program that uses multiple 
output files. The ,roblem can come up in particular when you have a program 
that does multiple passes on the input with different output files. An example 
would be a program like PAW. 

-95 
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The SET command has been mentioned ~everal time~ 6 It 't .. ~ll a.llow modifying the 
actions of various handlers in the system. For example, the width of the paper 
that the line printer handler assumes can be changed w"i:thout re-assembling and 
re-building the system. While we are waiting for the SET command to become 
available I will publish a memo Stan Habino-tli tz wrote that document s the things 
it does in the case of the new KI8e teletype handler. You may :find the inf'or
mation useful if' you need to make such changes :from time to time. You might 
want to write your Own program or use something ~ike FtJ'TIL to make the changes 
you need. 

LPrSPL AND DS (8 lJ"'"PDATE 

I have a note :from Clyde Roby indicating that he has moved from "lest Virginia 
University to Georgia Tech where he is now working vrith Doug \t1rege. They will 
be presenting some papers at the Spring DECUS meeting on n:LCsystem-8 Version 3. 
In particu.lar~ they have now implemented the LOGON" and !(JOB :feature in the new 
DEC system-8 and they are doing work on an improved DIRECTORY command. Also, 
Clyde indicated at the Fall meeting tt~t he would be willing to solve the 
problem mentioned in last !iewsletter about L?rBPL. He has some code that can 
be molded into a LPrSPL program. Clyde r..a.s promised to try to have a working: 
version of' the program for the. Spring meeting. LPrSPL you w'"ill recall is a 
program which prints file names in large block letters on youx output listing~ 
etc., the way it is done on big systems like the PDP-10. 

\-lEST VIRGI~J:A lJ1ITVERSITY NEWS 

I recently talked to Tom McI:c.t:rre at ~'lest V':.rginia University about the work 
that her s doing. He indicated that he ba~ ~ubmitted his utility package of 
various useful OS/8 routines to the library and he indi~ated that he is planning 
to submit a sub-set of his file maintenance packag~. These are the programs he 
calls MEDIAl and FIND. They create a master indey )f all of Y0lli.· tapes and 
other storage devices and then search the master index to find where a program 
is stored for you. 

CORE: 

Apparently a growing number of OS/8 users are upgrading their hardware to a 32K 
configuration. One of the reasons for this is the srume one that I had when I 
did it. That is, that there is at least one package on the market which makes 
this particular upgrade from 8K to 32K very attractive (about $5000). It will 
soon be possible to make this the sru~e upgrade with several different produc~s 
l suspect. DEC's memory prices are coming down rapidly too. 

This is potentially very good for OE/S users in particular. It offers an un
usual opportunity for those people who have a tape only system. These would be 
PDP-12 Uders who don't ~ve a disk but who do have LINCtape and people like 
myself' who have a PDJ?-B with only DECta0e and no disk. ~'Te spend a large part 
of our lives waiting for the tapes to spl.n back and forth to the system area 
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and to the directories on the tapes. Because of' this, shortly after I got my 
extended memo~ I "Tote a little ro~~ine to utilize 16K of' the ~emory in order 
to speed. up the operations of the system. The upper 16K of memory holds the 
entire S'Jste.m area of i '''e system tape, as well as the directories of both 
Sl"E: (DTA¢:) and DSK: (DT..lil:). In spite of the fact that my code has bugs j n it 
and it's p..ot that easy to use, it has enabled a great i.mprovement on my system. 
l-!a.ny s;;stem re!.atetl functions can be done nearly as fast as with a ciiBk nOvI 
instead of spending long periods of time v;aitip..g f'or the tapes +'0 s~-!.n oa.c~( and 
forth. I haven It submitted this code to the library because I felt that it was 
of very limited interest. 

Professor Randall from Indiana University recently got the same t:y-pe of memory 
expansion for his PDP-12 and he immediately vITote a more comprehensive package 
for his system. He has sent along a short description of 'olhat his packa;e does 
and I -vrill inc11'de it in this Newsletter. His material has been submitted to 
the library on a LTNCtape as it is specifical;f_y- f::>r a Lll\rCtape system. The 
handlers for the tape are specifically LINCtape drivers. It would not be very 
:b..ard though, I think, to substitute DECtape handlers for his LINCtape handlers 
however. He has put together a package of routines and handlers tb:'.t pretty 
well cover 1-1hat you might want to do in this area. 

SD8SY and SD8x 

y,)U may recall sometime ago I suggested that it .Jlight be possible to -write a 
T1J8e DECtape handler that Yiould allow the interrupts to be turned on some o!~ the 
time. Willhelm Vandermark has done just that. He 1oJrote a systen device handler 
and a non-system device handler for the TD8e DECtape, 2ach of -v;hich can be "J.sed 
with the interrupts enabled. They will disable the interrupts only while the 
tape blocks are actually being read. The interI1!pts are enabled between blocks 
so that devices such as a moderate speed terminal can be serviced quite nicely. 
These handlers would be of interest to people using CS/8 FOR~ IV who would 
like to be able to leave the interrupts on ac much of the tL.'1le as possible, 
even while doing r/o to the tapes. They would be able to keep their line printer 
or terminal, or what have you running, while the tapes were ~n operation instead 
of having to have the interrupts disabled all during the use -:>f the TD8e tapes. 

Another area where this tandler could prove to be of considerable value would 
be to people using RTS-8. They might like tc take one of these handlers and 
modify it to be used in the RTS-8 environment. Recognizing that there are re
strictions such as the interrupts being turned off for the duration of a 129 
word DE~tape block it still might give considerable utility in certain applica
tions. 

TECO WITH THE VC8e DISPIAY 

Bob Strachan has sent along an overlay he wrote for TECO Version 3 which uses 
the VC8e point plot display, to display what TECO is doing more or less the way 
the PDP-l2 uses its scope when running TECO. Apparently Bob -vlrote th.is without 
having a listing of TECO which is a pretty good trick. He also has sent along 
an EP.~ simulator wbich originally intended to work with Doug Wrege's SPACEWAR 

, 'J7 
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package. It m not sure how and when this paekage will reach the library but in 
the meantime I have a copy and you can contact ei~her me or Bob for further 
in.:formation. 

IBM 271+1 S""tJPPORT 

At the Fall meetir.6 John Alderman repeated his offer o:f ar-cess to his IBM 2711 
terminal to print esse~tially ~era-ready copy o~ machine readable files for 
papers submitted 'for the 'pro~eedings and for other p.lrposes. An. IBM 2741 is 
essentially a Selectric t:Y1?ew"Titer hooked. up so t·r.!B.t the computer can drive it. 
They are o:ften used in t.i.me-sharing sy;,;tems~ particularly the IBM type systeffis~ 

and like all Sel.ectrics they produce vertJ nice looking copy c.o.:npared to say a 
telet:,rpe or most l.ine printers. 

In connection w"ith John: s use o~ 2741, he has "'WT~t;-cen a 2-page output handler 
to drive it. The rea~Oll that so much ~ode is needed is that the 2741 uses a 
different code ~romASCII and so a large translation table is needed to do the 
code conversion. If you are ir:.terested in John! s offer contact either him or 
mysel~ for further information. Jor1I1' s handler is w:"itten specifically ~or hlE 
interface but tt could be adapted easily to similar ii.:!terfa.ces. Let .me know if 
you a-re interested in this item ar .. d I will see if John will .make it available. 

At every DE(!DS mee'"t~ng the laboratory users of OS/8 FORTRAN rv l.ament the fact 
that there seems to be !!o function for directly accessing 12-bit 1-1ords of' data 
under OS/8 FORTRJlN IV. All data ty-pes are 3 word floating point (a::1.i;hough 
INTEGER, J.,.IOOICAL, etc., data types are s~-ntbesized using this data type). Like 
cve170ne else who does certain types of lab~ratory and other work, I needed a 
way to fetch and store 12-bit vlOrds and convert them into data types that 
FORTRAl"\ could vlo~k on, and I discovered t},lat indeed a pair of routines do exist 
called 'ir'lGET and WPUT. They are used exactly th~ same T.'iay as the CGET and CFUT 
routin;.!s that are in the standard librnry 0nly they 1-1ork on 12-b:i.t da.ta. instead 
of 6-bit data. I fQund them published in the TSA...-q ~~nual. :: have extracted 
them f.t.nd made them into a separate routine. If anyone is interested. in them~ 
~et me Y"novT. If there t s enough interest J might see if tcey could be submitted 
to the library. 

IFORM Ai\fl) FFORM 

Sometime ago I received a note from Dennis l"lcGee about one of his plotting 
routines that I may not have mentioned in the }\i->wsletter. They are a pair of 
short FORTRAN IV sub-routines which facilitate uumeric plotting. They are 
roughly compatible with FORTRAN I and F forroat"Ged output. He sent me (!opiE"s 
but I'm not sure whether he ever 3Ubmi tt€.d them to the library. If' you are 
interested you can let me know. 

;.98 
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PRt)GRAMS L'f DEeus 

As those of you who have read the latest DECUS library catalog u:pdate know 
there are a number of new items in th8 program library. SomE: of them are: 

112 

DE8US 8-724 COlq)lr~er Catalog System. i'his is a set. of' programs written in 
OS/8 FORTRllli II and SA.BR which aile1'; an unsophisticated user to 
set up a data file in wt~ch he &~ves information on vendor's 
catalog conterri;s.., ~ategories, E'tc., and --;hen he can do inquiries 
into file to ~xtract various categories, etc. for reference. 
It's an interesting applica,tion of OS/8 FOP"TBAN. 

DFA!US 8-726 An OS/8 l:Ie.ndler .for the Varian STATOS 21 Line Printer. As the 
name suggests this is a 2 page ('S/8 com.patible handler to drive 
the Varian STATOS 21 electrostatic J.ine printer. 

DEGUS 8-731 MEMO IV.. This is tile latest in the long ld ... Et0ry of Gregory Ruth t S 
program called MEMO. You may recall that in the past the DEeUS 
library has contained MEMO, MEMO II, End MEMO III which was a 
modification dane by Dr. Lewis that was :!..ater removed from the 
library because Dr. Lewis cou2.d no longer support his version as 
he had moved on to the PDP-ll world. The o""iginal author has 
submitted yet another version whicb is OS/8 compatible as well as 
compatible ~~th his earlier versions anu ap~ears to have some 
improved features. MEMO IV is a program written for os/8 that 
produces l~ft and right justified page text from free form text. 
The intention is to permit the user to p:rcduce a readable and 
neatly formatted document with mi::lirnal effort. As such it seems 
to be a nice, simple package. Its capabilities are somewh~\t like 
the faillous DEC program called RUNOFF. There haVE been versions of 
RUNO:;?]' kicking around for awhile now written by p·~ople at DEC. 
It's possibl·':! that eventually it will be a supported produ(!t 
althongh there's no firm indication of that at this time. In the 
mean~ime, Tom McIntyre at West Virginia University has a program 
that was orig~l1y worked on by Clyde Roby that hE;' has offered 
for sale. The latest verr,1.on appears to be a super-set of Rl1NOFF. 
If you can afford to buy the software their program has a great 
many capabilities, and if you can't afford it ~~O will give you 
the basic capabilities. I just started using this type of program 
recently to help in preparing documentacion for a program I'd 
written and I found it quite 12seful and very convenient. The sort 
of documeL~ation I'm ~hinking of can change a gooc bit and get 
edited frequently. These programs save repeated retyping and give 
the person prep~ring the documen~ativn more control 07er how it is 
laid out a4~ presented. 

DECUS 8-732 BAVIRF A Vi:rtual File UDEF for OS/8 BASIC. This is a set of "user 
defined functior,l.s for use with OS/8 BASIC. They permit random 
access to data i '"'. up to four numerical files which may be fixec or 
variable length. Two functions will retrieve or deposit., values 
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into any location of a file. Variable files are autooatically ex
panded as needed. Users may switch from rd.ndom to sequential 
access and vice versa. This could be a very useful package for 
OS/8 BASIC uSers wishing to access relatively large data files, 
particularly if they used random access. 

DECUS 8-734 Micro-Processor Language Assembler for OS/8. This is a program 
written in PALS which is a modified version of MLA the cross
assembler for DEC's micro-processo~ based. on the Ib~L 800B chip. 
This is the obvious extension of DEC r s assembler for the micro
processor to the OS/8 environment. The basic assembler is written 
to work with paper tape, I believe, (ut of .:!ourse anyone with an 
OS/8 system. would never tolerate that sort of thing if he could 
USE: his 08/8 files - that t s what this program is for .. 

DECUS 8-735 DSP8 Diagnostic Support Package for the PDP-8. This is the package 
of code that John Alderman has reported on at previous DEGUS meet
ings.. It is a collection of useful sub-routines and conventions 
for programm;ng a sruall computer, in particular the PDP-8 family. 
They are specifically designed to facilitate the task of the 
diagnostic programmer in creating diagnostics to test hardware 
peripherals. While John intends this package for diagnostic pro
grammers the package includes a number of generally interesting and 
useful routines that other programmers might like to have access to .. 

DEGUS 8-719 OS/8 Software for a TC58 MAGtape Control. This is a package of 
three programs which extend OS/8 input-output capabilities to include 
the TC58 magnetic tape. The first program is a TC58 device handler 
(2 page) that includes six sp~cial function calls and can use any 
desired tape recording fOr.!llat. The second is a set of nine SABR 
r0utines (FOFTRAN callable) that provide formatted and un:rormatted 
tape input and output and special functions such as en1 file, 
spacing forward and reverse, and rewinding. The third is a SABR 
main program which allows the operator to position and write end of 
file marks on a tape, dump tape records in octal and write test data 
on tape. 

IAST MINUTE A.DDITION 

TECO MACRO LIBRARY PACKAGE 

I have just received a package of material from Kenneth Maxfield that illu3trates 
a TECO packr-tge he is developing which implements an extensive macro library 
scheme for TEeO. If you wanted to use the macro called TAB to do a conversion 
betweE;n spaces and tabs in the file FOO.PA you would type someth~_. g like 
.MUNG L,TAB: FOO.I'A:SS. (The "ss" indicates SYS: for input and output). This is 
the first work I have Reen -chat sturts to realize the potential 'rBea and the MoTNG 
conwand. Present plans that Mr. Maxfield will run a session on this topic at the 
Spring meeting. 
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Note from Jim VanZee 

Jim has sent a patch for his U!W FOCAL to fix a serious problem in the ZVR 
(Zero Variable Feature). The bug- has been documented by Jim Cropuchettes 
in both u/W Fc:x:.AL and OMSI P ~OCAL. 

Jim has a new version of his TEXT (readable punch) handler to make it 
compatible with the new OS/8 V3 hancller calling- conventions (this is 
identified as Version B). Jim is also working on an extended version 
of his U!W FOCAL. 

More details to follow in next newsletter • 

. 11 
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05/8 Device Handlers for PDP-12 Core 

POI' /12 users who have LmCtape as their only mass storage device are 
well aware that 05/8 spends a major part of its time shuffling airectories, 
device handlers, USR, etc., between 8K of core and the first few blocks of 
the system tape. Many PDP/12 configurations have recently gene i::o 32It 
opening up the possibility of using the upper part of core as a Jrapid-access 
storage device. Device handlers have been ";,Titten in which all ()r part of 
the upper 24K can be used as a directory device or in combinatiol.'l with tape 
(HYBRID mode) to reduce tape shufflirl<J significantly. This note gives the 
plan of how these operate and gives some of the problems encountfared in im
plementing them on OS/8 version 3. The handlers, initialization routines, 
and documentation are beinq sutmitted to DECUS. 

A t:>ne-page non-system t..andler can be written wr..i.ch treats the top 24K of 
core as a 96-bloclt directory device. The block number given in the calling 
routine is used to set the data field and first address; the array must be 
able to straddle data fields. This configuration is particularly useful as 
the working area of an editor where one may want to move through several blocks 
looking for character strings. It can be called with a versbn of nUlLO which 
has the core limited to 8K and the handler active. PIP may be used to zero 
the directory initially and to move fil-:!S in or out. 
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A r.~ne-page system handler can be written which uses the top 24K of upper 
memory as a 96-block system device. Since the system uses the first S6 blocks, 
this leaves only 40 for files. However, this operating system is very responsive 
to keyboard commands and ~ickly accesses directories and some files on the two 
LINCtapes as non-system devices. :Initialization can be achieved by R. CORESY, a 
routine which mov~s the system directory blocks 7-67 into core; zero's the direct
ory; and chains to a version of BU:IID which has the handler acti've and. core 
limited to 8K. Note that a full 32K system can not be rebuilt from a 8It system 
without changing the core limitation stored in 07777 with ODT. 

HYBRID handlers have the option of using tape for the devices, or upon 
chanqin-g a switch in the handlers, using upper core for the first part of the 
davice and tape for the last part. For the hybrid system device directory 
blocks 0-67 are located in core at 40000-73777 and blocks 70 and beyond come 
from ta:pe unit o. This means that the tape will move from file to file without 
intervening returns to the first part of tape; movement times are detennined by 
distances between chained files, not by their distances from the first of the 
tape. FreqUently-called routines., such as PIP, can be given idpltiple names and 
placed at the first and last of the device. 

Although called two-page handlers, the first page of the system handler 
has less available space than the second. Wi th the handler 8t-/i tch set for 
hybrid, directory blocks 0-67 in the calling routine are handled on the first 
page and use core as the device. Blocks greater than 67, and all blocks for 
tape-only mode, are handled on the second page. To initialize this, block 
nuwbers (BN) 0-67 must be moved from tape to core and the switch set for hybrid. 
~~en done the switch must be returned to tape setting and the contents of core 
ronved back to tape. These operations can be done with simple routines so that 
all the user has to do is to . R HYSY tc start and • R TAPESY to exi t • 
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Two-page system handlers have special quirks. Some routines expect to 
find a 3 at 07612 in the handler. BUIID puts in up to 47 words of a bootstrap 
loader at block 0 but does not upaate the device cesidency table which some 
bootstraps move from BN 0 into location 17647-17777. Instead, the correct 
information for these locations is in the first half of directory BN 66 (tape 
block 154) and the handler page two is in the second half of BN 66 (tape block 
155). Therefore, the boot starting in LINe mode in locations 4000-4046 must 
read tape block 1 into 07600-07777 (the first page of the handler); tape BN 154 
into 17600; and tape BN 155 into 27600 (the second page of the handler). 

A two-page non-system HYBRID handler can use upper core (74000-76777) to 
keep the LINCtape unit 1 directory always in core so that tape moves from file 
to file without returning to blocks 1-6. When this is combined with the HYBRID 
system tape operation, optimum timing is achieved; and the bottom 16K is still 
available for programs. The non-system hybrid handler has a switch which is 
set for tape or tape/core modes. The hybrid use must be initia1ized by a .R 
HYLI which uses USR to find the device BI~, reads in the handler, moves LINCtape 
unit 1 directory into core, sets the switch for hybrid use, and returns the 
device handler to the system area. When done the command .R TAPELi restores 
the directory onto tape and resets the handler switch to tape-only mode. PSIS 
rOl!tines allowed room for only one-page handlers e--i will not be supported by 
this handl.er. 

The major hazard of these oper~tions is that it is easy to forget to move 
files and/or directories from core back onto tape before changing to another 
tape or quiting. Error D1e~~ges have been included for some i11egal combinatior.s. 

OS/8 version 3 defines the maximum available core field in location 07717 
which can be set by ODT, by the CCL command CORE, or by BUIID. However, the 
FORTRAN IV, version 1, run-time system (FRTS) computes the maximum core and will 
destroy upper parts of it when using handlers. FORTRAN IV, version 2, looks at 
07777 for the limits of availab1e core; or FRTS may be modified to do this. 

~sides significantly reducing editing, assembling, and canpi1inq times the 
responsive keyboard commands overcome a psycholoqical barrier which can give the 
operator the impression that the system i.s pacing him, rather than responding to 
him. 

February 1975 
James E. Randall 
Dept. of Anatomy and Physiology 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, IN 47401 
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CYNAMIC MODIFICATIONS TO lCLSE HANDLER 

This memo assumes that sane user has assembled the KLSE hand1e.Y." with some 
unknown assembly parameters and you wish to patch out certain features. This 
memo describes how and also lists guidelines for future source changes to the 
handler. 

Locations referred to are relative locations in the handler. These remarks 
only apply to Version C of the handler (first released version) and all future 
source changes should strive to keep these remarks true. 

1. ECHOING 

To suppress echo ina on input, change location l2~ to a 76lJif (SKP CIA). 
To restore echoing, change location 12, back to a 744_ (SZA). 

2. PAGING 

These remarks only apply to Version D. Paging refers to enabJ :.llg of 
1's and .Q. Look at location 216. If 765, (SNA CIA) then pa~ ..ns was 
not enabled at assembly time. If 74516 (Sm.) then paging was enabled, 
but can be patched out by changing location 221 from a 764lif (SZA CIA) 

to a 7216' (CIA). 

3. TABS 

Search l~at~ons 216'-3" for a 7. 
w~e not enabled at assembly time. 
of the location containing the 7. 
(restoring hardware tabs), 

If not found, then s~u1ated tabs 
If found, let II 7' denote the address 

Then, to patcn out simulated tabs 

a. !hOve C{'7'-12) to location '7 1-2, [i.e., set TTYTAB to be TAD 
TCHAR] • 

b. Change location 17'+3 to a 761, (SKP CLA). 

To restore simulated tabs. 

a. Set location '7'-2 to a '7'-4&77+l2~' (TAD ~2416). 

b. Change location '7'+3 to a 764S (SZA CIA) • 

4. FILLER CHARACTERS 

This discussion presumes that the literal 177 remains at the top of 
the second page. 

Search locationo 2~~-3SS for a l377~ If not found, then fill characters 
were not enabled at assembly time. If found, denote its location by 
'1377'. Then, to patch out fill characters, 

move C('1377'+3) to loration '1377'-1 [i.e., change JMS TTYTLS to JMP 
PRIN+l] • 

To restore fill characters, move CC'1377'+1) to location '1377'-1. 
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5. WIDTH 

Search locations 21616-377 for a 76_16. Call. its .address '76_11'. 

Fonn '7616J1'+1&177+177. This is a relative location, ca11 it T. 

Then locations T and • 76J1" +2 contain min~s the 'rTY width. This width 
must be a mu1tip1e of 116 (octal) and must be strictly less than 2[6[1. 

6. DEVICE CODES 

To locate TTY lOT's in the handl.er, just search it for any instructions 
of the form 

6xxy 

where xx is not 2[1 or 21 

and furthermore don't include a 6[131 if 2 locations following is a 
76516 ,SNA CIA) in which case al.so don' t include the 6'34 2 locations 
prior to the 6,31. 

Keyboard IOT' s must always be one less than t~eprinter lOT's. 

7. GAGING 

A secondary teletype is said to be GAGED if.C from the console will not 
interrupt its activities. In Version D of the har.dler, teletypes may be 
unqaqed.. Feature is enabled £rem assembly if t".l1ere occurs a 6[131 which 
has a 76511 (SHA CLA) t1IIO locations following refer to the address of the 
61131 as • 6[131 ' • 

To disable (GAG) tc from console, set C ( '6Ib3l • -2) to a 7211J1 (CIA). 

To enable ~ frOJll console, set C('6113l'-2) to a 6.fJ34. 

8 ~ FLAGGING of lower case 

Search locations 2[1,-377 for a 247. 
was not enabled at assembly time. 

If not found, f1agginq of lcwer case I= found, call its address '247'. 

t12 

To disable flagging, change location • 247 • -2 t~ a 7211' (CLA). To re-enable 
flagging, change location '247'-2 to a 76411 (SZA CLA). 

9. Lower case conversion 

Search locations 2'11-377 for a 377. Call its address '377'. Look at 
location '377 '+5. If this location is not a 76511 (SNA CIA) then lower 
case to upper case conversion was not enabled at assemb1y time. 

To patch out feature, change loc '377' +5 to a 76111 (SKP CLA). To restore, 
change i.t back to a 76511. 
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Potential Problems for OS/8 CUsps 

wit'l1 Multiple OUtput Files 

A11 good little boys and girls who read their OS/8 Software Support Manual know 
that you should always fetch output handlers before input handlers. 

However, this technique is not good enough to avoid C3Z'tain problems which may 
arise. This memo describes this problem which came up while writing MACREL and 
describes how I got around it; this technique should be useful to other people. 
This problem i3 a potential nne for PALS; the PALS code should be checked. Also, 
this info should be added to the next release of the SSM. 

Consider a command decoder input Ii "le of the form 

DEVI: , DEV2 : < DEV2: ,DEV): ,DEV2 : 

Now, the handler for DEVI is loaded first into output handler area and remains 
there all during pass I while handlers for DEV2 and. DEV3 swap around. 

At the beginning of pass 2 we do a fetch for the handler for DEV2 and find that 
it is resident. If we use it, then our program crashes when DEV3'-; handler swaps 
over this handler. 

The SSM tells us in such cases, we should do a RESET before fetchL£g a new output 
handler. That would work, but it would do needless extra USR calls and FETCHES 
for simple cases 1ike 

DEVI: ,DEVI: < DEV2: 

or even 

D~TI: ,DEV2: < DEV2: 

My pro,PC'sed solution is as follows and minimizes the number of USR calls necessary. 

i12 

FE'l'CH output handler on each pass first before input files. However, b'1fore every 
call to the handler, check to see if it is still resident and qet its current entry 
point (this can be done without a USR call); if it is not resident, then re-FETCB it. 

The code to check for residency is simple: 

~rAD OUTDEV 

TAD (7646 

DCA TEMP 

CDF 1/1 

TAD I TEMP 

SNA 

JMP FETCH 

DCA ENTRY 

/put out device number in AC 

ladd in base of DHRT 

/qet ptr into device handler residency table 

Iget handler entry point 

lit wasn't resident; go fetch it 

lit was resident; save entry point 
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